New Zealand in 2020

SFFCONZ, Inc (sffconz.nz) is bidding to boldly go there and back again, and to host the 2020 Worldcon in Wellington, New Zealand.

Dates:

Wednesday, 12th August until Sunday, 16th August, 2020

Facilities:

The TSB Bank Arena, Shed 6 and the Michael Fowler Centre will host programming and exhibits. The Intercontinental Hotel will provide smaller function rooms and accommodation, along with multiple other hotels around the city centre.

SFFCONZ, Inc Council:

President: Daniel Spector
Treasurer: Claire Chambers
Secretary: Lynelle Howell
Members: Ross Younger
          Harry Musgrave
          Raewyn Nevin
          Anton Reinauer
          Andrew Adams

Bid Committee:
Bid Chair: Norman Cates (New Zealand)
Kelly Buehler (New Zealand)          Errol Cavit (New Zealand)
Daniel Spector (New Zealand)        Nikky Winchester (New Zealand)
Andrew Adams (Japan)                Anton Reinauer (New Zealand)
David Gallaher (USA)                Louise McCully (New Zealand)
Maree Pavletich (New Zealand)       Lorain Clark (New Zealand)
Lynelle Howell (New Zealand)        Jacqui Smith (New Zealand)
Ross Younger (New Zealand)          Randy Smith (USA)
Claire Chambers (New Zealand)       James Shields (Ireland)
Tina Helg (New Zealand)             Leane Verhulst (USA)

Nominated Convention Chairs:
Norman Cates and Kelly Buehler (Co-Chairs)
David Gallaher and Maree Pavletich (Vice Chairs)